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ITTC Franchisee Center
Success Story

It is a great pleasure associating as a Franchisee and working with PFLA team to
conduct ITTC program at Jalahalli region.
It has been 3 years now that we have been associated and I can conﬁdently speak
my experience that the program by PFLA is a well-structured program developed
by PFLA. Thanks to Varada Murthy and Nalina Madam. I am happy to be one of
their partners in association with educational services.
It's a continuous journey for me along with them in providing quality and passionate
teachers. Being my 3rd year, I would conﬁdently say that we are adding a great
value to our students and helping them ﬁnd placements. Have graduated 3 batches
successfully and placed them in various schools from our PFLA Franchisee center
in Jalahalli.
We look forward to their continued support in our progress.
Best wishes
Rekha Sundararaman and Narayanan
ITTC Jalahalli Branch, Bengaluru
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'Emotional Intelligence'- an essential for holistic learning
On my recent visit to various schools for a
research study, I had gotten few opportunities
to interact with the children, teachers and the
principals of these wonderful institutes. This
enabled me to share and discuss vivid mental
health concerns emerging at the grassroots of
learning in general. One of such
conversations with a Principal was quite
thought provoking for me. He had put across
few vital queries that needed attention to a
greater extent. His question was of course
from an administrative perspective but it
occurred to me as a genuine one. He asked,
“Ma'am, previously for any job interview or
placement to my knowledge, IQ (Intelligent
Quotient) was a mandatory aspect
considered while selecting a proficient
candidate. My students here have excelled
in the field of intelligence but in recent times
what has been my constant worry is that,
these places now want EQ (Emotional
Quotient) to be a vital component embedded
with the CV. Ma'am how do we go about
this? Can you train our children to develop
Emotional Intelligence?

‘are embedded at a grassroot level when a
child is happening to learn the most.

This episode indeed left me with questions
that we all need to ask today, to ourselves
and to our upcoming generations after us.
If we look around to all the negatives our
society has to offer, be it growing rates of
'rape culture', 'intolerance', rapid rates of
'suicide', brewing issues of broken
marriages, global issues of 'genocide' and
'terrorism', everything is an interplay of
'emotions', which are either misinterpreted
or suppressed. It is also bewildering to see
how our 'children' are being the victim of
such heinous actions and now seen
contributing to these crimes at an alarming
rate which is commonly known as 'Juvenile
Delinquency'. As a Clinical Psychologist,
we often come across such cases and it
is often 'after' a crime has taken place.
Providing 'intervention' or 'psychotherapy'
to such children does help them to a great
extent but it is always beneficial when things

Emotional intelligence' as defined by
Mayer & Salovey, 1997 is "the ability to
perceive emotions, to access and generate
emotions so as to assist thought, to
understand emotions and emotional
knowledge, and to reflectively regulate
emotions so as to promote emotional and
intellectual growth.” In layman terms,
Emotional Intelligence is nothing but being
aware about one's own and others feelings,
having theability to identify varied emotions,
learn how to manage them which in order
contributes to personal growth. Though this
could be acquired naturally by children
through environmental learning at home,
through imitation, modelling and social
learning from adults in the surroundings,
it would be even wonderful to have it as vital
part of 'school' learning which would
enhance such concepts at a concrete level.
'Emotions' as a primary concept itself
comprises of an ocean of various other
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Nikita Hazarika is a
Clinical Psychologist,
who has been
associated with the
field of mental health
for years now. Her
openness to eclectic
forms of PsychoNikita Hazarika
therapy has led her to
conduct various forms of therapy across all
age groups and both clinical and normal
population. She is also a facilitator in
Expressive Arts Therapy and has conducted
many workshops in the field of mental health.
She has worked with children with Autism
Spectrum Disorder and other developmental
delays by implementing Applied Behaviour
Analysis (ABA). She has completed both of
her graduation (Jyoti Nivas College) and
post-graduation (Christ University) from
Bangalore. Presently, she is about to complete
her MPhil in Clinical Psychology from Gwalior.
She is also a dancer, singer and writer and has
published her work in many journals and
newspaper dailies. Originally, she is from
Guwahati, Assam.
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forms and sub- types. It could be both
positive (love, empathy, gratitude, hope,
etc.) and negative (anger, guilt, jealous, sad,
etc.) and being aware of each such type for
oneself and for others could help a
School curriculum especially in India are
more theoretically driven and also focus
primarily on performance based on
'intelligence' alone but later in life when a
child being a social being ,encounters bigger
challenges in workplace, in interpersonal
relationships, in taking major responsibilities
as a citizen, that is when 'Emotional
Intelligence' plays a vital role. General notion
about children is that, they are incapable of
understanding emotions which are more
complex in nature and we often tend to
protect them from all the unpleasant
circumstances they face or they may
encounter ahead. This does not solve the
problem, we indirectly encourage
suppression and not expression, with no
room left to self-regulate and understand
the basics of 'feelings and emotions'. With
the rapid growth of the brain during the
developmental years children are constantly
responding, adapting, observing and
learning these emotional experiences.
Biologically, 'Amygdala' in the brain is
considered responsible in the regulation of
emotions but teaching children about
emotional intelligence make them recognize
their feelings, understand from where they
come from and learn how to deal with them
could make them more sensitive about
themselves and others.
Implementation of 'Emotional Intelligence'
as part of education can start at any age
group but earlier the better. In Western
countries, the most prominent program was
established by Yale Center for Emotional
Intelligence which is known as RULER. It is
an acronym that stands for Recognizing
emotions in self and others, Understanding
the causes and consequences of emotions,
Labelling emotions accurately, Expressing
emotions appropriately and Regulating
emotions effectively. This program has been
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considered effective as it creates an
all-round positive environment for both
students and teachers with lesser burn out
tendencies on both the ends. Among
children it reduces the possibilities of
bullying between students, reduces
probabilities of having childhood anxiety and
depression as it encourages the practice of
'compassion' and 'empathy' within oneself
and for others. Another, widely known model
of emotional intelligence was given by Daniel
Goleman which describes five elements
which are Self- awareness (knowing our own
emotions), Self- regulation (being able to
regulate and control how we react to our
emotions), Internal motivation (having a
sense of what's important in life), Empathy
(understanding the emotions of others) and
Social skills (being able to build social
connections). This particular model talks
about similar concepts which could be
practiced well with adolescents or higher
aged children in a school. In India, though
integrative models of teaching are being
initiated gradually, it still lacks the necessary
modules that need to be conducive with the
curriculum. There could be numerous ways of
conducting such classes. A teacher could
always start their classes with a 'feelings
check' where each child gets to talk about
how they feel, what they do about their
feelings. It should be performed in a manner
where children feel free to disclose their
personal experiences without being fearful of
being judged. This induces a lot of
experiential learning, where each child could
learn patience to wait for their turn; they could
learn 'empathy' when few of them start
relating to the others who might be
undergoing the same feelings as them and
above all it would strengthen the teacherstudent relationship to deeper levels. For
younger children, 'feelings check' could be
collaborated with play activities which could
be associating colours with certain emotions,
using balloons to show regulation of 'anger
management', using music and movement to
imitate different forms of emotions in human
beings. This could be beneficial for teachers
to keep track of each child's emotional
www.pfla.in
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development, social interaction skills. It
would also enable them to understand id
any child has been undergoing any kinds
of abuse at home or neighbourhood.
As teachers and parents, we are the
primary medium of inducing such
learning in our children. Thereby, we
ourselves need to keep check on our
emotions which firstly starts with
'recognizing' the emotion within us and
then start observing them in others.
Practicing 'mindfulness', learning better
ways of expressing and coping could make us
much more flexible to generate a positive take
on sharing our knowledge on 'emotional
intelligence' to our children. It could start with
the minutest issues we face in our daily lives.
For example, if there has been a fight going
on at home between the two parents in
presence of the child, instead of creating an
over-optimistic background behind it in order
to hide what happened, we should
acknowledge the reality and try repairing the
emotional damage that has been caused to
the homely environment. Same could apply at
school, where if there is a child who prefers
'not sharing' anything with others, the teacher
nstead of saying 'you should share your
tiffin or toys with others', he or should discuss
the reasons behind the joy of giving and the
positivity one experiences when things are
done collectively. It could benefit the entire
bunch of children to learn to reason out
'emotions and feelings' that matter in building
stronger social relationships in life. As
d i s c u s s e d p r e v i o u s l y, ' e m o t i o n ' ; i t s
suppression and misinterpretation and
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lack of recognition could be the primary
cause of so many issues that we get to see in
our daily lives be it crime, interpersonal
relationships problems and health conditions.
Recent growth rates of 'Juvenile Delinquency'
and its aftermathcalls for a vital step to be
taken towards curbing such a menace in the
future. Encouraging 'emotional sensitivity' in
the education system could reduce rates of
behavioural deficits like being anti-social,
anxious, impulsive and moody by replacing
them with the essence of compassion,
empathy, resilience and self-awareness.
Research studies have shown that 'Emotional
Intelligence' or having a higher 'Emotional
Quotient' (EQ) could predict over 54% of
variation in success be it in relationships,
effectiveness, health and quality of life
which altogether enables one to
automatically flourish and perform better
in academics and make healthier choices
in life.
Thereby, if as parents and teachers we
ourselves acknowledge the power of
'emotional intelligence' in our daily lives,
we can inspire our children to have a
new and better attitude towards selfawareness and mental health. Inclusion
of similar emotionally sensitive programs
like RULER in the academic curriculum,
encouraging 'expression' among peer in
a classroom setting and promoting the
joy of ' emotional wellbeing; could make
the world a safer and better place to live
in for our future generations.
Written by Nikita Hazarika
Clinical Psychologist
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Behavioral Insights in Education Stream
“One way to keep momentum going
is to have constantly greater goals.”
We are witnessing the 5th economic wave
where everything has changed and
knowledge is transforming at high speed.
With the vortex created by this
transformation a new society is emerging.
Disruption is taking place at all levels in
every sphere; and technology is in the
driver's seat. Thus it can be concluded
that whatever stream or career taken by
an individual the digital and technical
skills will go hand in hand, thus as a
behavioural scientist I see that the
education in the new era will have equal
components of domain knowledge,
computing skills and behavioural attitude.
I have also observed that from the main
education streams namely Science,
Commerce and Arts/Humanities , there
are over a hundred professions emerging.
Giving this type of a wide choice , the
young student is extremely confused and
flabbergasted. The parents are equally
confused in this regards. Having
counselled and consulted more than 500
students in the VIII, IX, X, XI and
XII category,I have certain observations
to make.
Before choosing a particular education
stream, the student should link his /her
core behaviour along with his/her
aptitude and subjects of interest. This is
extremely important so that the young
students need not develop any stress as
he/she pursues his/her profession.
I have been linking the young student
and his/her mind to a particular education
stream through behavioural analytical
mapping tool developed over years of
observing human behaviour. To my
knowledge and the feedback given by
both the parent and student, is that the
tool has proved to be very effective. I've
been able to achieve an absolute
satisfaction rate and have kept the
distressed parent and the confused
student at peace.
Empowerd Teacher

Dr. Shubhalaxmi Acharya

Shubhalaxmi Acharya
is a Behavioural Scientist
having studied human
behavior for nearly a
decade and placed more
than 5000 professionals,
has introduced Core
Mindset Mapping

(Copyright 2017) a behavioral test specifically
designed to let people know their inner core
and then link it to their career, education
stream and business Leadership and effectively guide and counsel them for success and
clarity. Her book: “CORE MINDSETS @
WORK” highlights behaviour in different work
settings having 22 case studies across 13
industry sectors.
www.mindelements.co.in

mindelements17@gmail.com

Sharing a recent case study for Clarity
Priya
a bright and popular student
throughout her student life was studying
in Class XI in Commerce Stream. Being
sincere and focussed in her studies, she
scored 80% in Class Xth and being a
favourite amongst few teachers, the
proud parents were concerned that Priya
would be perceived to be “unintelligent”
if she takes up Arts/Humanities. Priya's
mother was a BA Graduate and during
her college days, Arts was the stream
opted by the average students. Priya's
father was an Electronics Engineer with
an additional MBA degree working as a
General Manager in a multinational
company. Both the parents along with
Priya decided to eliminate Arts and
Science option. Given her brilliant
performance in academics, Priya finally
took admission after Xth opting for
Commerce.To their surprise when the
XIth year got over and the results were
out, although
Priya scored well in
languages and other subjects, she had
nd
failed in Maths. She was given a 2
chance for appearing Maths within a
week, however she failed to get passing
www.pfla.in
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marks. This episode led to shock and
confusion for both the parents and
naturally Priya was devastated. Taken
aback by this entire episode, the parents
approached me to understand what went
wrong and the reason for this outcome.
The otherwise Priya, who was outspoken
and sociable did not speak a word due to
nervousness and a feeling of shame,
neither could she maintain an eye
contact.
After listening to the entire story from her
parents and probing on her study pattern
and timetable , we got her behaviour
mapping test done, to which she readily
agreed after realizing the benefits of
undergoing the test. The report revealed
that her Mindset wasn't matching the
chosen education stream. Choosing
Commerce was a completely wrong
decision they had made. She lacked
analytical skills, wasn't good in numerical
abilities. Her inherent nature of being
Spirited, Talkative and a People's person
was suited for careers like Mass
Communication, Media and Advertising,
Human Resources etc where she would
be able to focus and thoroughly enjoy
her studies. Hence amongst all other
streams, Arts would have been the best
option for her. Priya and her parents were
relieved to see a long list of career
opportunities in Arts Stream that were
open for her and realised that failing in
one subject wasn't the end of life. Life
had much more to offer.
Being a natural attention seeker Priya
had become socially detached,
unresponsive and withdrawn. She later
revealed that as compared to other
subjects, she would go blank while

Empowerd Teacher

writing for the Maths paper. She felt
being forced to study a subject that
wasn't getting into her mind space.
Parents have to understand and let their
children express their hindrances in
studying particular subjects at an early
stage and monitor them from time to time.
The awareness created in their minds
helped them tremendously and they
have now decided to let Priya shift her
stream from Commerce to Arts and give
the exam externally. The optional
subjects too in Arts stream were selected
keeping her Mindset in Mind.
Choosing a right career path eventually
helps you to decide on your education
streams. With umpteen career options
flashed around leading to great amount
of confusion in the minds of the parents
as well as their children ends in anxiety
and depression. Parents want their
children to have a better life in the future
so they want their children to be
educated. If they are successfully
graduated from the college they can get
high paying job and earn much more
than their parents did. However does
everyone listen and follow their parent's
decisions about the career? What
happens if children didn't want what their
parents told them to do? Is there a
compromise and or one side needs to
give in? It could have been a touch
decision for Priya too. There was a lot of
pressure on her too. If there is any
hesitation or confusion, it is crucial that
the parents understand the mindset of
their children and link it to career options
or education streams. It will surely make
a world of difference !!

www.pfla.in
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Career choice
WHAT? WHERE? HOW
th

th

Come 10 and 12 , and the pressure starts.
The pressure rests not only on the marks
scored but also on the right stream and the
right choice of the institution.
The pressure is not merely for the parents
but the children and their well – wishers as
well. The main objective of this article is to
prepare you for the choice in a planned and
organised manner without adding confusion
or chaos to what is already existing
in this time period!
I. Precautions to take while choosing the
career option and the institution
II. Planning and organising the decision and
the choice
III. Some career options for each stream
choice
I. Precautions to take while choosing the
career option and the institution
While choosing the right career option or
the stream, remember the following points:
1. Peer Pressure Factor: DO NOT copy or
replicate the career choices that your
friends have merely because you don't
want to be away from them. I have at
many a time heard a lot of children say
that they are choosing the stream
because majority of their friends have
made the same choice. This is the biggest
mistake you can make! Your career is your
choice and your choice is most important.
2. Family Pressure Factor: DO NOT choose
your stream merely because a lot of your
cousins or family members have chosen it.
Choose the career stream that you have
interest in.
3. The Be Different Factor: DO NOT make a
career choice merely because you want to
be different from the rest. If you do make
a different choice, know both the positives
and negatives of your choice. Make an
informed choice. Career Option Stream
Training exists within India or Outside

Empowerd Teacher

Shruti Srinivasan

Shruti Srinivasan
is a PhD scholar at
CHRIST (Deemed to
be University) and is
the
owner
and
director of Sahasra
School of Arts and

Communication that trains children and teenagers in Communication Techniques and in
Bharatanatyam. She has been in the ﬁeld of
academics for the past 4 years. She aims to
increase the employability of graduates and
postgraduates by implementing effective
learning models that enable the effective
learning of soft skills.

Institutions that offer the related training or
courses Eligibility Tests or Exams to be
taken
4. Speak to seniors who have chosen the
same stream or ask your teachers to
connect you to alumni of your institution
who are working in the industry to get first
hand information about every aspect of
your career option.
5. Listen to both the sides of the story – the
positives as well as the negatives so that
you are more aware of what lies in your
way ahead.
6. Understand the additional skills necessary
and take the appropriate measures to get
those certificates and skills in place.
7. Understand the additional certification
programs that you need to take to add on
to your existing skills.
While this planning might open various other
options for you, choose the one that holds the
most interest for you. This is mainly because
it is extremely important that 10 years down
the line when you wake up to go to work you
should feel happy about it and not “Oh God!
Not another day!”
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I. Some Career Options
SCIENCE STREAM
Higher Study
Alternatives

Specialisation

Physics, Chemistry,
Biology
BAMS (Ayurvedic Physics, Chemistry,
Medical Science) Biology
Physics, Chemistry,
B.E/B. Tech
Maths/Computer Science
Physics, Chemistry,
Bio-technology
Maths, Biology
MBBS

Physics, Chemistry,
Forensic Science
Biology and/or Maths
COMMERCE STREAM
Higher Study
Alternatives
B.Com / BBM /
M.Com / MBA

Specialisation

Commerce with Maths
and Accounts
Commerce with Maths
CA
and Accounts
CS (Company
Commerce with Maths
Secretary)
and Accounts
Certified Financial Commerce with Maths
Planner
and Accounts
Cost and Management Commerce with Maths
Accountant
and Accounts
Commerce with Maths
Analysts (Financial,
Social Media, HR etc.
and Accounts

Empowerd Teacher

COMMERCE STREAM
Higher Study
Specialisation
Alternatives
BA/MA in Dance, Music and
Any Stream
other Performing Arts
BA/MA Journalism

Any Stream

BA/MA Literature
(Any Language)

Any Stream

The above – mentioned alternatives are not
the only options available. There are many
other options and career alternatives that are
available today. The above – mentioned are
merely a few alternatives that will give you a
better idea of the options available for you.
So research, find more and then decide.
Choose wisely, for this is what will enable
you shape your career in the future.
Remember, whatever it is that you choose
the only wa to become big in that industry
is hard work, hard work and more hard work.
There is no shortcut or easy way out for
anything in the world. As the saying goes,
“It's not about how bad you want it, it's about
how hard you are willing to work for it.”
So, go ahead, make that choice, dive in and
get ready to rule the world! All the best!
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Multi Sensorial Learning and its Importance
Ms. Deepa Ravichandran,
a passionate
Montessorian, is the
Founder-Principal of
Floretz Academy, one of
the best Montessori
Deepa Ravichandran
Schools in Bangalore
and Smrti Academy, a CBSE School. As a
visiting faculty in various teacher training
institutes, including the Indian Montessori
Centre, she focuses on getting across to the
Montessori Philosophy and the importance it
gives to the spiritual development of the child.

Many believe that a child's learning comes
from going to school and reading text books.
I have a hard time differentiating a sensory
activity from any other activity, because
everything that the child does has to do with
his senses. Is this correct? They want to
touch and feel, see and observe, listen, smell
and taste things as they start exploring the
world around them. Is this correct? Should
we not consider all these as learning
experience?
There is nothing in the Intellect which was
not ﬁrst in the Senses
-Aristotle
All of us know that travel is a great teacher.
Our experiences and learnings that we have
during travel lasts in our memory for a very
long time. Isn't it? My visit to Alaska this
winter was one such learning experience for
me. In fact, some “Geography” concepts got
strengthened during this visit. I was near the
arctic circle. I was amused to see a bright sky
till 8pm. The Sun up in the sky told me that I
am very close to North pole. It was amazing
to walk over the frozen lakes and climb the
gigantic glaciers. The Wind chill and the
snow shower taught me the relationship
between the altitude, latitude and the
temperature. I could smell the fragrance of
the ﬂora. I was able to understand how
sledge dogs were surviving the cold as I
petted the huskies. The sight of the mind
blowing 'Arora Borealis” gave me the curiosity
to ﬁnd out the physics behind it.
My travel bombarded me with loads of
information. How did I experience these?
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As someone who wants to make a difference
to the world in which she lives, Deepa
volunteers with Isha Yoga center and in Ishya
Vidya Schools. She is a sought after guest
speaker in various events in the ﬁeld of
Education. Her Leadership in the ﬁeld of
Education was recognized by PLFA when they
awarded her the PLFA Excellence Award.

Through all my senses. I watched my path as
I trekked; I carefully listened to the noises
(ﬂowing of stream, humming of birds and the
footsteps of the Moose) and many a times the
silence; I felt the coldness. This is how nature
enables us to learn many things.
The brain receives data through our ﬁve
senses: sight, smell, touch, taste, and
hearing-often many at one time. It organizes
this data in a way that makes meaning and
stores that data in our memory. We can recall
this as information when needed.
Human beings learn through different
modalities and learning styles. Each person
uses multiple "learning channels”. Moreover,
it is important for each student to use as
many channels as possible to best learn,
understand, and retain new information.
Multi-Sensory approach helps the child
improve depth of understanding and in
information recall.
What is Multisensory Teaching Technique?
Using a multisensory teaching technique
means helping a child to learn through more
than one sense. Most teaching techniques
are done using both sight and hearing
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(visual and auditory).The child's sight is used
in reading information, looking at text,
pictures or reading information from the
board. The hearing sense is used to listen to
what the teacher says.
For some children, his/her vision may be
affected by difﬁculties with tracking or visual
processing. Sometimes the child's auditory
processing may be weak. It will be a
disadvantage to such children, if we offer
lessons only using visual and auditory
techniques. The solution for these difﬁculties
is to involve the use of more of the
child's senses, especially the use of touch
(tactile) and movement ( kinaesthetic). This
will help the child's brain to develop tactile
and kinaesthetic memories that it can store.
Multisensory techniques enable students to
use their personal areas of strength to help
them learn.
It is a known fact that we only remember 20%
of what we read, 30% of what we hear, 40%
of what we see, 50% of what we say, 60% of
what we do and 90% of what we see, hear,
say and do! And this is where multi-sensory
learning techniques help. Multi-sensory
learning technique means using visual(sight),
auditory (hearing), kinaesthetic senses (touch
and balance), gustatory (taste) and olfactory
(smell) to teach and help children to
remember. They say that if a child is not
learning in the way that you teach, then
change your teaching methods and teach the
child in the way in which he learns best.
Another school of thought talks about the
importance of using the eight intelligences
(linguistic, logical / mathematical, musical,
visual-spatial, interpersonal, intrapersonal,
bodily - kinaesthetic,
environmental) as
channels of information through which
lessons can be offered.
Montessori Approach towards MultiSensory Learning
In the ﬁrst six years of life of a child, the
foundations of physical and psychic health
are laid. In these years, the child not only
increases in size but passes through great
transformations. Studies have shown that
they rely heavily on their senses to process
information during this age span.
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According to Dr. Montessori, engaging more
than one sense when teaching can aid in
effective information processing and Memory
\recall. Using multiple senses allows more
cognitive connections and associations to be
made with a concept. Hence all the
fundamental concepts that the child ought to
know during this age span is offered to him to
his hands and senses. In a Montessori
environment, children have an opportunity to
learn through hands - on explorations,
research and experimentation. It has been
proven that multi-sensory approach is a very
effective teaching technique. We all have
different learning styles and as a teacher it is
crucial to make lessons beneﬁcial to all
our students. Here are handy tips on how to
make learning a fun, multisensory experience
to help children understand, remember and
retain information more effectively.
I. To stimulate
learning

visual

reasoning and

Sight is a crucial sense when it comes
to learning, especially for visual learners who
use this sense the most. It can betaken for
granted as most activities involve 'seeing'.
To make lessons more memorable, engage
your students with eye catching resources.
There is a ﬁne balance between making a
resource, for example a work sheet,
interesting to children yet not too distracting.
Black and white sheets are not motivating
or stimulating and become easily boring to
children. Use resources that incorporate
colours and characters into the work itself.
Actual 'looking tasks' are beneﬁcial to
children's
cognitive development for
example word searches, spot the difference
and 'Where is …?' as they make them pay
attention to, and register small details,
more.
Sight tasks can be incredibly memorable
tools. Text and/or pictures on paper,
posters, models, projection screens,
computers or ﬂash cards can be used.
Student created art, images, text, pictures
and video can be encouraged,
II. Auditory techniques
Sound plays a crucial role for everyone in the
learning path,particularly for auditory learners.
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'identifying and labelling' gives children the
chance to develop a holistic concept; for
example, they may know what an animal
looks like but by hearing their sound they
can begin to understand more aspects of
the species.
Audio books, peer assisted reading, paired
reading and computerized text readers
Concepts can be offered through story
narration by teachers.
Video or ﬁlm with accompanying audio can
be offered
Song, instrumental music, rhymes, chants
are good auditory inputs
Verbal language games can be played.
Creating a word picture is used by certain
presenters. E.g. Instead of stating a fact
“There are more than 90,000 drunken driving
deaths in a year”, you could present it as
“Drinking and Driving deaths is equal to one
fully loaded Airbus 380 crashing and killing
everybody on board every day, day after day,
in the year.”
III. Tactile teaching methods
Children learn better if they have something
in front of them that they can feel and
physically touch, and even better if they
made it themselves.
This is a chance to get creative with our
students.
Usage of hands on manipulatives and
didactic
materials (e.g. Montessori
materials)
help
children sensorily
experience the concept.
Sand trays, sand paper, letters and
numbers, textured objects, ﬁnger paints
can be used to improve ﬁne motor skills.
Models can be made using play dough,
clay and sculpting materials which in turn
can become learning aids.
IV. Kinesthetic methods
Multi-sensory
methods
using
body
movements are called kinesthetic methods.
These involve ﬁne and gross motor
movements. Any concept can be offered as a
Kinesthetic activity.
It helps children understand the world around
them better and provides another layer of
comprehension that sight alone can't offer.
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Playing soft, calming music when working
can help enhance concentration.
Playing audio clippings that involve
other movements paired with activities
related to concepts is an effective
technique.
Any large movement activity for students
involving dancing, bean bag tossing or
other activities
involving
concepts
improves rhythmic recall.
V. Gustatory methods
Everyone loves food - and it
can be
educational! If you can associate a fact with
a fun memory it helps you to retain more
information.
Tasting and making dishes from around
the world or a famous historical food are
fun activities for your students and will
certainly make for a memorable lesson.
Many concepts in science can be offered
using food. For example, if you were doing
yeast reactions in science, making bread
from yeast will provide a vivid image for
your students to relate the scientiﬁc facts to
which is reinforced further by tasting the
bread. Making jelly and boiling egg can
teach a child irreversible reaction.
VI. Olfactory methods
The sense of smell is a very powerful tool to
have at our disposal. We subconsciously
associate smells with different things, for
example family members, happy memories or
places. This can be used in the classroom by
building associations with different smells
and linking them to the lesson. If you are
teaching about plants, ﬂowers and fruits, get
some particularly pungent plants for the
children to sniff. The same can be applied to
most subjects.
Learning should be an enjoyable experience.
When it reaches us through multiple senses
at the same time, it creates a lasting
impression in us. As I learnt to make a soft
and amazingly good tasting chapati, it
occurred to me that I had learnt it through
visual, auditory, tactile, gustatory and the
Olfactory senses. Maybe, that is why, cooking
is such a wonderful experience!!!
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The Great Indian Educator
Are you the one?
Do you believe that
you are a great
teacher representing
India and its values?
What values will
actually help us
become a great
Teacher in India?
Many such questions remain unrequited and
in my pursuit to ﬁnd solution I met many
educators, school
administrators and
Students too and I shall confess that though
many of us claim “Education” has nothing to
do with degrees and certiﬁcates, most of the
schools and colleges crave just for name,
fame and certainly lot of good business.
However there are few exceptions and this is
the saddest part that a big country like India,
which was considered as a hub of
knowledge is now left with a very few good
Teachers and is certainly overcrowded by
many gratuitous edupreneurs, who know
nothing, neither about
business nor
education.
Many might quickly jump into an argument
and claim that the main reason behind this
scarcity is economic element, however I do
not endorse this point of view because it is
the scarcity of morals and values not just in
teachers but overall in the society which lead
to this downfall of the education system and
only when this downfall began if Indian
Educators would have not succumbed to this
ﬂaw India would have been home to the
largest society of think tanks and great
Teachers.
As truly said “Teachers” are the nation
builders so can we as Teachers or Trainers
take this responsibility today that because we
did not live up to the expectations and gave
so easily into the corrupt system that we
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Anu Manhotra

Anu Manhotra is a
top industry expert in
corporate training
arena and Human
Resource and also
well known name in
Faculty Development
Program”(FDP). She

has also authored two books and her
maiden book titled "Wake up to VaKE. A
Trainer's love story "was about the missing
element in Indian education, which is VaKE
(Value and Knowledge education). And her
second book titled "Mission 2 Be" is about
the role of Indian women pilot in the combat
zone."

created such a society where only western
ideas are promoted, idolized and praised.
We created a society where only competition,
scores and certiﬁcates matter a society totally
over powered by the economical elements
leaving no room for the development and
growth of morals and values.
A great Teacher in India is someone who can
ﬂuently express his or her crammed views in
English, who is able to travel all over the
world in the name of Education Exchange
and come back and try to implement a
system that runs well in western education
arena even the school administrators ape
and copy the structure for setting up a
school or a college .
The question is why are we still so obsessed
with the western world, none in India can
deny the fact that an English teacher in India
is appreciated, honored and praised no less
than a British emperor years ago by us and
on the other hand a Hindi teacher's
intellectual kettle is always questioned. Just
imagine this is happening in India. Who is
responsible for this treatment well, let us not
play a blame game, let us take the onus on
self as “Teacher” and “Trainers”,
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let us understand that we work in an organic
culture, we can create beautiful tomorrow by
nurturing young hearts and minds with true
knowledge, let us not just copy paste the
systems from Finland or any other country
just because they stand number one in the
world education ﬁeld.

blame the system, let us try to improve
ourselves as “Teachers” and “Trainers”, let us
be true to our passion and let us try to be
good human beings with strong morals and
values because no one can be called
educated who cannot preserve and
expand their own cultural heritage.

Let us give the world the true knowledge that
we had from the time immemorial, Let us not

Teacher as a Facilitator

4 day Certification Program for Teachers
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Modules
 Teacher Vs. Facilitator
 Effective Communication Skills
 Role of a Facilitator
 Essential requisites of a Facilitator
 Creating Positive Environment to learn

Training Techniques
Know your Personality Type
 Learning & Teaching styles
Presentation Skills
How to engage children better

Weekendys
on Sundra
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Methodology
Primarily Experiential Learning
Lectures and Case Studies
Group Exercises & Role Plays
Interactive with Visuals

Venue & Date
 To be decided

Duration
20 hours
 4 days x 5 hours

Who should
attend
 Teachers
 Co-ordinators
 Educators
 Counselors

For Details Please contact: 9902570561 /9901938792 / 080-41474941
or write to us at info@pfla.in / www.pfla.in / FB : https://www.facebook.com/pfla.in
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Childhood Obesity and Nutrition
Tummy is neither a Garbage collector nor a grinder, it is an Integral part of a divine system–Pops

As per Indian Journal of Endocrinology
and Metabolism:

Dt. Sunaina Khetarpal
is a Founder of “Health
is wealth” and has 14+
years of rich experience
in the Health and
wellness Industry.

Somewhere between 5.74 per cent and 8.82
per cent of schoolchildren in India are obese.
- In urban south India, 21.4 per cent boys and
18.5 per cent girls aged 13-18 are either
overweight or obese. Overweight and obesity
are caused by numerous social and
environmental factors that inﬂuence people's
energy intake and physical activity. In my
clinical practice I am surprised as well as
happy to enlist children between the age
group of 8 years to 16 years with childhood
obesity. I am surprised and astonished
looking at the weighing scale about at the
same time happy that parents are now taking
steps to correct the health issues and don't
shy away from bringing their child to a
dietitian. People have started realising that
obese child is no more a healthy child.
Here I am discussing few steps to promote
healthy habits in kids and teenagers that
would help them achieving their health goals
towards a better healthy living.
1. Don't Ban Junk Food Outright
Once kids get their ﬁrst taste of crunchy,
sweet or salty foods, it's hard to get them
unhooked, parents should limit the number of
treats that kids are allowed to eat each day,
rather than ban these foods completely. That
way, kids won't be as tempted to want what
they can't have.
Parents should also avoid restricting desserts
or other treats as punishment for bad
behaviour, because this can lead to an
unhealthy relationship with food.
2. Encourage Them to Eat Smart at School
Look over your child's school lunch options many schools provide a printout of each
month's lunch menu. Go over each day's
meal choices with your child, and challenge
him or her to identify the healthiest option.

That way, your child will be aware of
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She is a Gold medallist
in Dietetics Degree,
Dt.Sunaina Khetarpal Punjab University. She
is associated as an EXPERT Dietician with
corporates like Nestle, Heromotto corp, Group
M, Sitel, Walmart. AAJTAK ( FIT DELHI ), Star
Plus Master Chef & Hindustan Times( Anokhi
Club ), MOM & ME Welcome Little Aaina The
Images.
Being amongst the top 10 Dieticians in
Gurgaon, and one of the most Famous
Nutritionist in Gurgaon-NCR, she is on the list
of Top 5 Dietitians, diet consultant in Gurgaon
for weight loss .
Her work has been published on facebook The Smart Indian Woman Club for her work in
the ﬁeld of nutrition diets

all the selections they have to choose
from, and will gain experience in making
nutritious food decisions.
3. Avoid Buying Unhealthy Foods in Bulk
If you want to buy a treat, buy the smallest
possible package of that food, instead of the
economy bulk-sized packages. For example,
buying a bulk pack of small, single-serving
bags of cheesy popcorn is better than buying
one massive, bulk-size bag
of the popcorn.
4. Warn Kids About Drinking Calorie
While teens and teenagers may be aware of
which unhealthy foods are packed with
calories, they may be oblivious to how many
empty calories they consume daily from
sugary drinks,
To help kids develop a healthy liquid calorie
habit from an early age, give your toddler
plenty of water and plain milk to avoid getting
them used to sugary juice or chocolate milk.
If you do give them juice, give them 100
percent fruit juice and water it down, mixing
equal parts water and juice.
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5. Promote Fruits and Veggies at Dinner
When cooking dinner, always make sure to
have one healthy item that your child likes
and will eat. Cook a limited amount of the
meal's starch dish, such as potatoes.
To further entice your picky eater to try a
healthy, vegetable-rich dish, let them watch
you prepare it and allow them to add in some
ingredients
themselves
under
your
supervision.
6. Set a Good Example
It may seem that your kids — especially
teenagers — often do the exact opposite of
your healthy-eating advice, but in fact, your
opinion and actions make a big impact on
how they view nutrition.

8. Help Them Recognize When They've
Eaten Enough
Remind your children to stop eating once they
begin to feel full. Do not urge them to ﬁnish
all the food on their plate, and do not praise
them for completely clearing their plate.
Instead, tell them that it's best to only eat as
much as they want at that time, and that the
leftovers can be ﬁnished later when they
become hungry again. Allow your child to
stop eating when they feel that they are full,
even if you sometimes feel that they have not
eaten enough. Making them eat when they
are no longer hunger can lead to unhealthy
over eating habits.

Preschoolers especially love to copy what
their parents do, and are likely to mimic your
meal preferences and willingness to try new
foods.

9. Stick to a Strict Meal and Snack
Schedule
Keeping to a regular meal and snack time
schedule discourages kids from grazing
throughout the day, or becoming too hungry
in between meals, which can cause them to
compensate by overeating later.

Eat snacks and meals with your child
whenever possible, so they see how much
you enjoy eating fruits and vegetables, and
make mealtime fun by trying new foods
together.

Most children require three meals and one or
two snacks a day, but consult with your
child's pediatrician, doctor or nutritionist if
you're worried that they're overeating or not
eating enough.

If you have older kids, discourage them from
making a "yuck" face when eating vegetables
or talking negatively about a certain dish
around a younger child at the dinner table.
Even you should also avoid discussing your
food preferences.
7. Start with Small Portions
Use smaller plates, bowls and a utensil for
your child to eat with, and allow them to serve
themselves when they are old enough to
safely do so. You can begin this practice
when they are 3 to 5 years old, and start with
allowing them to take a serving of salad or
some other non-hot food from small bowl
that you hold for them. This will make them
feel "like a grown-up," while helping them
learn to me a sure out how much they want
to eat and understand portion size.
Encourage them to take one serving at a
time and go back for seconds only if they are
still hungry.
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And although it's important to stick to an
eating schedule, do not pressure your child
into eating if they sometimes say that they
are not hungry at mealtime.
If your child skips a meal, do not let them
"make up for it" with candy or cookies,
Instead, offer a healthy snack, such as
apples or baby carrots, and make sure that
they eat enough at their next full meal.
10. Nutritious New Foods: Try, Try Again
Don't be discouraged if your toddler
stubbornly turns away from mashed
vegetables. It takes time for children to learn
to like a new food's taste and texture. Offer a
new food many times, as it can take up to a
dozen tries for a child to decide they like a
certain food.
To help a picky eater or rebellious teen feel
more in control of their food choices — and
therefore be more likely to eat the healthy
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meals you dish out—pose food questions as
an option. For example, ask "Which would
you prefer at dinner: cucumbers or

Tomatoes?" instead of "Do you want tomatoes
as a dinner side dish?

Young Mind Speaks
From Digital companions to making books your best friend!
Books are uniquely portable magic

And little master Akshit Manhotra certainly has added this magic in his life and at this young age he
is spreading awareness about reading books and how to stay away from the digital companions.
He is running a “Book reading” campaign where he shares information about children books and
heeven reviews the books and shares more information about the author and gives a summary of
the various books that he has read.
According to him book reading can help not just children but all the adults as well to :
1. Digitally detox
2. Understand better and improve the EQ (Emotional Quotient)
3. Teaches children about the world around them
4. Learn from various characters
5. Improves vocabulary
6. Improves communication skills and certainly enhances the conﬁdence.
Akshit visits various institutes and Spoken English & IELTS academy to encourage students to read
and give them tips on how to read effectively as well.
So come fall in love with books and join Akshit Manhotra's book reading Campaign and stay away
from digital gadgets.

.
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The secret ingredient to make our children future-ready
“Our education systems do not make children
future-ready”, sounds all too familiar? I guess
we all agree that what we need is an education
system which is more than just academics
and standardized tests.
So, what does future-readiness mean in the
VUCA world? We need people who are
problem ﬁnders and problem solvers. That
essentially means we need the ﬂames of
creativity and
exploration
inside the
kindergarten students to continue to shine
long after they leave kindergarten, instead of
compelling them to kill it. If our education
systems do not serve this purpose, how would
we make sure that no child is left behind when
it comes to future readiness.
In order to create a pool of innovative people,
our children should be equipped to learn how
to learn, unlearn and relearn. With this
intention, schools usually set out to create
innovation projects and technology classes.
But what most of them forget about is the
mindset. Nurturing the right mindset in
children is essential to enable them to create
their own future possibilities.

Secret Ingredient for inﬁnite
possibilities and success
In my work helping educational institutions
and corporations build growth mindset and
innovation, I come across one question very
often — What is the secret ingredient that
helps individuals, children and organizations
ready for the future? There is only one
answer – grow your growth mindset.
So, what is growth mindset all about? Growth
Mindset is a term that Stanford Professor
Caroline Dweck introduced after her years of
studies on the psychology behind academic
success. She classiﬁes our mindset into two –
growth mindset and ﬁxed mindset.
People who consciously cultivate a growth
mindset believe that they have direct inﬂuence
in changing themselves for the better. They
cultivate attitudes, behaviors and beliefs that
position themselves towards progress and
success. So, is growth mindset all about
having a positive outlook in life? The answer
is – it is not, although that helps.
Empowerd Teacher

Sindu Sreebhavan is the
CEO of As Many Minds,
headquartered in Singapore,
Founder and Chairperson of
Int’l Youth Leadership &
Innovation Forum (IYLIF)
and an international speaker
Sindu Sreebhavan
on innovation and education.
She is the author of Inﬁnite Possibilities:
Unlock your real potential with the secret
recipes of super achievers, a lead author of
Amazon bestseller Breakthrough: Secrets of
growth, happiness and bounce backs from
women around the world and the e-book 77
Thoughts to kick start your day when you
are feeling down. Sindu was featured as a
maker to look forward to in the book published
by Singapore Science Centre on the occasion
of Singapore's golden jubilee SG.50.
She holds a bachelor's degree in Computer
Science & Engineering and MBAs from
UCLA Anderson and NUS Business
School.
www.AsManyMinds.com/ip.

People with a growthmindset think that they
have the ability to change their intelligence,
talents and attitudes. They believe that they
can do it with hard work, planning, learning
and reﬂection. They focus on the process
rather than the outcome. Studies have found
that in a growth mindset environments
innovation, collaboration, learning and growth
ﬂourish.

So, why does growth mindset
work?
Growth Mindset is enjoying much acceptance
and popularity in the education industry. Many
successful corporations too have embraced
growth mindset. Organisations like Microsoft
have adopted growth mindset for developing
their employees' potential and innovative
mindset.
The effectiveness of growth mindset is hugely
supported by the latest discoveries in the
neuroscience ﬁeld. Our brain has an amazing
gift called neuroplasticity. As the word
suggests, it means that our brain is like a
plastic. It means that we can mold our brain in
any way we want to.
Neuroplasticity is our brain's marvelous ability
to reorganize itself based on the experience
and exposure we subject it to. This
reorganizing could come from our actions,
efforts, thoughts, believes and attitudes
among other things. In simple words, we can
www.pfla.in
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rewire our brain. So, the question is if we can
really rewire our brain, how can we do that?
Growth Mindset is a way to make that happen.

Fixed Mindset

Growth Mindset
Loves to take a challenging work

Avoids challenges

Believes that persistent efforts leads
to mastery

Thinks effort is for those who are
not good at something

Learns from mistakes and failures

Brand themselves as failures

Believes in brains ability to rewire
and learn

Thinks efforts and talents are ﬁxed

Shares knowledge to learn better

Does not share knowledge much

Loves feedback, asks for it and
learns from it

Takes feedback as personal
criticism

Focused on the process

Too Focused on the outcome

Open to various learning strategies
and alternate options

Resistent to exploring and adopting
new strategies

Gets inspired by others success

Feels threatened by others success

Why do several growth mindset initiatives fail?
Despite the wide acceptance of growth
mindset, many educational institutions fail at
implementing it. Some of the main reasons
behind that are
1.Lack of implementation tools
Teachers and schools ﬁnd it difﬁcult to ﬁnd
step-by-step processes to implement growth
mindset as part of their pedagogy. As a result,
the adoption is left with individual teachers or
implementing it wrongly or abandoning it
altogether. Having a clear implementation
plan and sufﬁcient resources is essential for
the success of growth mindset project that
lasts.
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2.Not starting from the right group
Many educational institutions embark on their
growth mindset journey with growth mindset
workshops for students. This is a wrong
approach. A growth mindset journey should
start with the school management, school
leaders and educators.
3.Conﬁning growth mindset within
the classroom
Four centuries of conventional school system
has conditioned our brains to look at everything about education as subjects and
academics. Anything that is not part of the
conventional 'subjects' is termed 'extracurricular'. When you decide to adopt a
www.pfla.in
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growth mindset, you are taking the decision to
create a culture of continuous improvement in
every area of the life of your students and
faculty.
Many successful people in the world today were
not academically exceptional. It is the growth
mindset in their overall outlook of their life and
dreams that helped them to achieve their
stupendous stature. Schools need to
Implement growth mindset in every area, from
classrooms to the sports ﬁeld and the school
canteen to faculty rooms.

Adopting a growth mindset is a culture change
project. Experience, tools, and a long-term
approach really matter here. If you would like
to read more about growth mindset and its
application in education, read Inﬁnite
Possibilities. If parents and teachers of today
embrace a culture of growing their growth
mindset, that will do wonders in developing
generations of future ready children.
www.asmanyminds.com/
growth-mindset-resources/

Goal Setting
&
Career Guidance
The Difference is
About Self and the human brain
Beliefs of super achievers
Ten secrets of exam success
Career Guidance
Goal setting process with success strategies

It s a dream

Our methodology:
Practical approach
Visuals and high energy interactions to
ensure a positive climate
Enriching and Motivating
Experiential Learning…
Results guaranteed, if applied!

until you write it down,
and then it's a goal.

Duration of the Program – 4 hours
info@pfla.in / 9901938792
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Design Thinking for Change
Today, we live in a world that is rapidly
changing and evolving. In the last one
decade, we have seen an unprecedented
advent of technology. Age-old concepts
and practices are becoming more and
more obsolete. On one hand, technology
is making things easier, while on the other
it is giving rise to a lot of uncertainties and
ambiguities. Most aspects are becoming
more and more volatile and complex.
This is having a huge impact on society at
large. People are not being able to cope
with the challenges and we are seeing
various kinds of lifestyle & psycho-social
disorders in the rise.
What measures are we taking to equip our
next generation with the necessary skills
to innovate, survive and ﬂourish in this
constantly evolving environment? Do our
traditional teaching methods enable
students to deal with the big unknowns?
In this era of Artiﬁcial Intelligence and
Virtual Reality, the machines are getting
more intelligent, making the human being
head towards its nuclei of existence. In
this context it has become even more
challenging to stay attuned to deeper
human understanding and adaptability
to evolve with the time. This is the lacunae
where “Design Thinking” ﬁts in perfectly
and can play a huge role in shaping the
mindsets of learners.Along with the
traditional learning mechanism that had
all along provided both content and
methods, we need to introduce new &
more engaging tools & techniques that
enable students to hone their problem
solving abilities. This will help them to
adapt to newer challenges.
Design Thinking (DT) is a Human
Centered process to address complex
problems and to come up with innovative
& beneﬁcial solutions. Originating at the
Stanford University around 1980s, this
innovation methodology has become
immensely popular across the globe
cutting through all segments and industries.
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Bipasha Roy

Bipasha is a Design
Thinker, a Certiﬁed
Facilitator in LEGO®
Serious Play® Methods
and Materials, and a
Practitioner of NLP. She
has launched & edited
education supplement
for one of the most
respected English national newspapers.

She has vast experience in developing
co-scholastic learning modules to empower
corporates, students, educators & parents &
conducted over 400 learning programs /
workshops across India, UAE & Singapore.
She is a visiting faculty at IIM Kozhikode,
SPJIMR Mumbai, Calcutta Business School &
IGTC Mumbai.
Bipasha Roy
Managing Director
Mobius Space Consulting Pvt. Ltd.

Top organizations and institutions around
the world have adopted DT as their
entrenched culture.
DT takes participants through real world
problem solving by re-imagining the
existing in 3 well deﬁned steps  Engage – identify an area of change/
opportunity, immerse with and learn
from the people in context, observe
them closely, be curious & ask
questions, try to understand their
problems or contexts without making
any judgement
 Explore – Gather unarticulated needs or
insights and ideate for innovative &
beneﬁcial solutions
 Experiment – Make quick affordable
prototypes and take feedback to improve
on the solution
While “Engaging”, the social skills of
participants are honed, they learn to look
at things closely from all perspectives, to
discern between facts & assumptions, to
postponing jumping to conclusions, to
listen with intent. Consequently, enhanced
self awareness and empathy follows as a
result.
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Their creative instincts come to play at the
“Explore” stage… While problem solving
& innovation remain the overarching
objectives & learning through-out, their
critical thinking and decision making
abilities are tried and tested in this phase.
“Experiment” stage helps them to create
prototypes, take feedback, self introspect
and allows them to learn from mistakes.
The entire process forces and allows
rapid collaboration and builds leadership
and team skills.DT also helps build critical
mindsets like–having conﬁdence on one's
own creativity, being able to embrace
ambiguity, empathy, optimism, taking
constructive criticism & above all to fail and
learn.
At the end of the day, as educators, we
ask some fundamental questions to ourselves. What is more important for us?
The number ofsubjects we teach or how
many marks they get. Or, how deeply we
actually stimulate, impact & inﬂuence their
minds and souls?
Does our teaching lead to a complete
journey of self-discovery? Does it help
them to empathize
and understand
people better? Does it enable them to
think beyond the obvious and look at
problems with a positive mindset?

engaging ways to get our students to
understand and internalize concepts and
skills. DT rapidly ﬁts in, as the answer to
these questions.
I have had the opportunity to work with
number of educators and students from
all walks of life in different countries. DT
empowers educators to look at needs of
all stakeholders in a totally different way.
We have facilitated sessions and live
projects where educators have come up
with implementable innovative ideas &
solutions regarding classroom management, curricula, pedagogy, behavioral
challenges, parental engagement, space
management, admission processes, timetable issues, positioning & marketing etc.
Students have done amazing work on reimagining the school bus service,
cafeteria, drinking water facilities, waste
management, school dispersal process
and so on.
Learning in real time context, solving
complex real world problems, help boost
participants' conﬁdence and self-reliance.
In a world where change is the only
constant, DT helps to trigger a growthmindset that helps embrace ambiguity
and come up with innovative solutions in
the face of adversity – critical skills for
progress today.
Design Thinking imparts lessons of LIFE,
for the lifetime!

We continuously strive to ﬁnd answers to
the above; we try and explore new &
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Success Stories of ITTCns
We are pleased to share that we have completed 25 batches of ITTC program as
at Jan. ‘18. This was possible because of the encouragement, blessings, hard work
and support from various Schools and Preschools, our team and co-facilitators.
We wish to thank each of them on this occasion. And more importantly, it is our
students whose constant constructive feedback that ha given us lot of energy,
encouragement to improve this program from batch to batch.
Our students are our true brand ambassadors. Therefore, on this special occasion,
we are publishing their success stories.
In the past 5 years, many of them joined as preschool teachers have been elevated
to higher responsibilities like Co-ordinators, Sr. Teachers, Center Heads, and Vice
Principal levels. Few of them have moved to Primary and Middle schools and some
have taken entrpreneurial route and have started their own Schools.
It is really amazing to see their professional growth. We then thought why not we
publish their success stories in this issue.
Here we are publishing some of those stories and feedback received from them.
We take this opportunity to thank all those Schools that have supported and
encouraged us. We continue to work hard to provide quality teachers to Schools.
Again wishing all our students a great career in Teaching and we will be happy to
hear your next great achievements soon.

Priya Roshan
Teacher Educator @ Presidency South

Glad to connect with you again with this mail. It gives me immense happiness in
sharing this news with you all. In my ﬁrst year of teaching career, I have been
awarded with "The Best Teacher Award for the year 2014-2015" by my school-New
Beginnings Pre-school for Excellence. I want to thank you all for making this happen
to me. Without your guidance and training, this would not have been possible.Your
training has really helped me getting this award. Special thanks to Shuba mam and
Nalina Mam.
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Shylaja Radhakrishnan
Founder
Varnam School

Someone asked me, was it a choice or an option. 'It was definitely an option, the one that
changed my life.'
I am a commerce graduate, hailing from Kerala, with a passion to make some difference.
It took me 15 years in the finance department to realise that this is not where I can make
that difference.
If, if I ever could help build a better world for the people around me, it had to start from
scratch.
I have always loved kids. Being a socialiser by nature, it was rather easy for me to
involve myself into a career like this one. We started off by running a small day-care at my
home. Kids and parents were equally happy. It all worked well. We soon grew into a
reputed day-care.
It was then that the idea of a Pre-school dawned upon me. I was introduced to PFLA.
There, I met two wonderful people-Ms. Nalina Murthy and Mr. Varada Murthy- who guided
me, in my every step. I underwent their ITTC training - a must for every aspiring teacherwhere I learnt more about Early Childhood Education and was highly motivated into
starting my own school. I feel proud when I look back into how little everything was when
it had started and look forward into changing the way of modern education into a learning
for life.

Rajeshwari Kesavan
My experience has been wonderful, exciting and intriguing. Learning: practically everything
there is to learn in 'Language Development' was taught. Not only did I learn new and
valuable information, I also revisited and corrected previous knowledge.
PFLA: I have known Nalina ma'am to be text book correct in everything. I could not have
thought someone else could be better, except that I found Mr. Murthy to be double the
excellent person that I had known so far. I really wish that I could write a very precise and
deﬁnitive note to deﬁne my experience with you except of course that my experience was
very vast and versatile. I am very very pleased and absolutely awestruck at the efﬁciency
with which you have conducted the session.
I would like to thank you ﬁrst of all, for having given me the opportunity to be on the
"Advanced Language Development Workshop".
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Richa Pandey

Life of a girl changes completely after becoming a mother. When my daughter was a
year old I did ITTC course from PFLA. It helped me a lot, in terms of my understanding
towards children and how I can make their learning process better. I thought of doing
something where I am not required to be present infront of the children yet I am able to
help them. As I truly believe that learning happens everywhere. I started working in that
direction.
My venture is an attempt to bring quality time between parents and children while they
are travelling, outside or free. They can use couple of worksheets and see the learning
progress of a child . The set is made to help the child become independent reader and
writer . All the exercises included are tested by my daughter. The number of exercises
are age appropriate so that the child enjoys doing it.
Whatever I have done is because of my daughter. As it is rightly said we can't teach
anything to a child but learn from. I have curated a portal for parents where they can get
ample resources to help their children www.tinkermyself.in. My first product designed for
the age group of 4 to 6 years is now available on Amazon..https://www.amazon.in/TinkerMyself-Worksheets-Age-Group/product-reviews/B078LS419V/ref=dpx_acr_txt?show
Viewpoints=1
I would like to thank Varada Sir and Nalina Mam for always encouraging me and thanks a
lot for giving me this opportunity to share my story.

Shruthi Gopalakrishna

It was the year 2014 and my daughter had just started schooling. After spending a couple
of years staying at home, there I was at a juncture of life where I felt I wanted to contribute
to society in a positive way; and not at the cost of sacrificing the precious moments that I
was spending with my little daughter. People First had all the answers. I was very
fortunate to join a certificate course that not just taught me the ropes of being a pre
school teacher but the sessions we had and the time we spent at the classes changed
me as a mother too! I am really very thankful to Mr. Varada Murthy and Mrs. Nalina for
having taken the initiative to change the outlook of the teaching profession.
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Deepika Suresh

“Educators are the only people who lose sleep over other people's children"
- Nicholas Ferroni
To prove the aforesaid statement, I have come across such a wonderful couple who
dedicated their time in empowering hundreds of teachers through a brand PFLA, who in
turns responsible to mentoring the younger generation. The function of education is to
teach one, to think intensively and to think critically.
For which a strong understanding, require to plan and schedule the sessions which
help teachers to build a successful career for themselves. The topics which were part of
the ITTC program I underwent, helped me to sharpen my skills and to come up with a
project of Starting a Preschool of my own. Intelligence plus character should be the
goal of true education where I believe that the association with them made my dreams
come true.
Thanks to Ms. Nalina Murthy and Mr.Varada Murthy.
I wish them the best, to travel furthermore in such a wonderful journey!

Anjum Sulthana

Teaching happened to me by chance. As I started working with tiny tots of Kindergarten,
I realized my interest, passion, and hence teaching became my choice. The little children
taught me patience, perseverance and endurance. While I started enjoying my work I felt
the need to broaden my knowledge and I enrolled in PFLA and completed my ITTC program
'Hard work and passion deﬁnitely pays' and so I started climbing the ladder of success.
Today, I am the Headmistress of Pre-primary in Samsidh Mount litera Zee School enjoying
my work thoroughly and trying to make a difference in the life of tiny tots. I would like to
owe my success to 3 important people in my life; My mom-in-law for persuading me to take
up a job, my mom for supporting me through my journey and my husband for motivating
me every time I went through a low phase, he taught me to ﬁght without giving up. This is a
short glimpse of my success. “Believe in your strengths and acknowledge your
relationships!!!”
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Sulthana Begum. R

The most unforgettable experience in my career, completing my ITTC from PFLA. I have
come across several teachers in my life, but no one has inspired me so much as
my mentor Mrs Nalina Varada Murthy. It is a pleasure to listen to her when she teaches.
She would carry the whole class with her in the enjoyment of poem, rhymes, stories,
art and crafts and also with her inspirational thoughts etc.
During the course, all the topics i.e., classroom management, assessments, projects,
Guest lectures, use of montessori aids, practical classes (visiting other schools) etc have
been helpful for me as a teacher in my classes also built myself confidence and
improved my teaching skills.
I feel very proud to be a part of such wonderful team. I would thank the entire team of
PFLA, keep growing and inspiring such passionate teachers like me.
I am lucky, because through teaching, I get to live my passion. I love working with kids
and love inspiring learning, and their results. There is no better feeling than seeing one of
my students finally "Getting it".
During my teaching experience in kindergarten, I found myself enjoying a successful
experience as a educator. I have been working since 6 years, my ability to be caring,
enthusiastic, innovative, cheerful teaching etc was greatly enhanced by these experiences.
I also bagged the "BEST TEACHER EXCELLENCE AWARD" this year. I feel very proud
to be a teacher. This is just my beginning, Working hard to pursue a career in education
field, still more to go to fulfill all my dreams.

Pradeepa Swaminathan

First of all this opportunity made me to come out of my shell. At the outset, I have to
confess that the whole credit goes to Nalina Mam. The classes were systematically
planned to initiate a proper attitudes to be a teacher. I got lot of insights concerning
teaching, education especially how the children's entire future is entrusted in a teacher's
hand.
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Sudhanya Ray

First and foremost, I would like to extend my heartiest congratulations to PFLA for their
successful completion of 25th batch. I am honoured to be a successful student of this
heritage institution. I had the privilege of joining this glorious group in 2015 when at the
same time I was working with Little Millennium. After completion of the course I got a
golden opportunity to work with AECS Magnolia as a nursery teacher, that was my first
stepping stone towards success. Now I am a higher primary teacher in Nightingales
Public School which is a renowned school in Bangalore. The most important aspect to me
during the course attended in PFLA is the situation planning sessions and experience
gained from them which helped in achieving success. PFLA worked as a guide book for
me, after completion of my course also I have also got support from them whenever I
needed the most. Specially Nalina Mam, you have been the guardian angel for us.
During the ITTC course, I have gone through various aspects of child psychology which
I find very helpful at present in my personal life during early stages of motherhood. The
ITTC course in PFLA have empowered me with diverse knowledge and skills to succeed
in challenging situations of my career. I have hosted the Annual Day event of my present
school which is a real success for me. PFLA has not only enabled me to prosper as a
professional but also brought about a radical development in my personality.

Sibani Pattanayak
Teacher at New Horizon Gurukul

I would like to thank the whole team of PFLA to initiate this venture of training teachers.
The whole credit goes to Nalina Ma'm, for her constant support and guidance. I personally
believe that the child's entire future is entrusted in a teachers hand and this training helped
me in becoming a good teacher. The course was planned in such a way that we enjoyed as
well as got to learn many things. Public speaking presentation that was held helped me to
gain conﬁdence and overcome my stage fear.
Joining PFLA has been a most rewarding moment of my life. For your patience, kindness,
advice and devotion, thank you. Last but not the least I would like to say that "you are the
best because you brought out the best in us".
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Kavitha Francis

Greetings!!!
I take this opportunity to use this space to thank our respected Varada Murthy Sir and
our dear Nalina madam for being my great support in journey of my teaching career.
After quitting with over 1 0 years of experience in corporate field, and being a mother of
two I wanted to start another journey in teaching career, but I knew my position and it
was not like walk in the park situation. Because, I was not sure from where to start and
whom to seek guidance from, until I landed and approached a wonderful place named,
PFLA where it all started for me
It gives me immense pleasure to say that, after my successful completion of course in
PFLA under experts’ guidance I started my career in teaching field as a Junior
Kindergarten teacher and in just about 3 years in this teaching filed I currently stands as
Co-ordinator for primary level. This was truly possible because of great support,
encouragement and positive motivation from our dear Nalina madam. I feel this space is
less or perhaps not enough to express their influence on me.
PFLA has been the BEST place for me, which helped me transform from a Jr. KG teacher
to Co-ordinator of primary Junction. The journey has been awesome! Hope for many more
such ones.
I am all GRATITUDE and wishing you the best of luck, forever.

Bhuvaneshwari Vishwanathan
Thank you for giving me an opportunity to attend this training. The Facilitation Program that I
attended was one of the excellent programs that I have attended so far. The instructors were
excellent with great experience and diverse knowledge, good reference material, knowledgeable staff and moreover it was well organised. Practical references made the course signiﬁcantly more valuable. The training was fantastic I already found multiple applications in my
own work.
Looking forward for more trainings. –
Bhuvaneshwari Vishwanathan on “Facilitator's Program”
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Rashmi Lobo

I never thought I would be a teacher until I had my own children. To explore my new
found passion for teaching I joined ITTC with People First Leadership Academy (PFLA).
This was one of the best career choice I had made. My Trainers were professionals who
excelled in their fields. They trained me hard and provided an opportunity to grow. They
helped me discover my talents and strengths which I was not aware that I had it in me....
This course brought out the best in me. Now I work as a teacher at Nurture International
School. I am confident and comfortable working with those curious young minds. All this
is possible because of the strong foundation of teaching skills and knowledge I gained at
ITTC.

Namrata Badkur

I am very pleased to share my experience during my journey ITTC with PFLA. I had joined
this Program to sharpen my skill set as a facilitator and learn professional skills around
managing and grooming children.
I love to spend time with children and am very keen to contribute to their
self-development. One of my friends suggested me about your organisation and this
program. I immediately made up my mind to go for it.
I'm working in Little Millennium as a Facilitator. I believe in perfection in whatever I do.
During this program Nalina Murthy was my Facilitator . After meeting her, I understood
what is the role and value of a good teacher in life and realised that the development of
different areas are very important for all as teachers, students and as well as parents ..
I am very happy and thankful for being part of ITTC program.
I would definitely recommend others to join this program.

Tejaswini Mohan
I just wanted to take a moment to thank you for being such wonderful teachers. It was my
dream since eight years to do this course and ﬁnally completed. I am so proud to call
you as my teachers. Wherever I may go in my life, I will always remember you. I learned
that I am the strongest when I recognize what yet is weak in me and how I might best
develop in those areas to show my talent hidden in me through this course. I am lucky
to have the best teachers.
Thank you, for your guidance, efforts, friendship and appreciation and also sharing your
gift of teaching with us. You are the best I have ever met in my life.
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Launch of

urs

Preprimary
Books

Support and
training to
implement

Colours is a unique research based preschool curriculum designed
considering the developmental stages of early childhood education.
The curriculum helps children to acquire a strong foundation in the knowledge and
skills needed for school success.
Through the curriculum, we create a learning environment which instills creativity,
exploration and discovery
We encourage participation and interaction of different learners with practical
methods in the classroom through teacher-children involved purposeful activities
which can challenge children with the age appropriate materials to understand the
concept.
Provide many opportunities for conversation between children-adult through
socio-dramatic play. Thus the program helps them to get a wonderful experience and a
strong foundation that they need to thrive as they progress to higher grades.

Implementation of the curriculum will enable children to experience a richer
transition into primary education classrooms.

Ms. Nasreen Taj, Principal
Tiny Treasures Davangere

We at Tiny Treasures feel proud to have Colours PFLA as our Academic Partners.
The Curriculum is beautifully designed and meets the expectations of Children and
Teachers. It is a cognitive, constructivist curriculum with emphasis on active childcentered learning experiences. Curriculum is planned around children's interests,
curiosity and their natural quest for knowledge; leading to inquiry, investigations,
discovery and active hands-on explorations. This is further complemented by an
interactive, hands-on skills-based curriculum; all of which are designed to cater for
process-oriented learning and the acquisition of knowledge, concepts and skills for
the preschoolers.
Phonics and Pre-Math activities are the most joyful part of the curriculum.
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Inte grated Teacher s Training
Certification (ITTC) Graduation
For Pre and Primary School Teachers
The 10th Graduation Ceremony for the
25th batch of teachers completing the
Integrated Teacher Training Certification
Program from PFLA was held in the month
of January, 2018.
ITTC Pre-School Teacher Training is a six
month Certification Program that focuses
on Teaching Methodologies, Child
Psychology and Montessori Teacher's
Training (MTT) and Nursery Teacher
Training (NTT) concepts. This program is
designed for aspiring teachers and for inservice teachers who are open to
enhance their teaching and facilitation
skills for their career advancement.

The programe is the combination of
theory and practicals with field visits
to schools and a project work thus
giving
them
live
classroom
experience before they begin there
teaching career.
The objective of the program:
To equip and empower teachers
with advanced tools, techniques
and methods for effective teaching.
 To develop confidence and selfesteem through skill, content and
attitude.
To help in effective communication.
 To help create student-centric
classrooms.
 To help develop values such as
love, compassion, dedication
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IITC Graduation & Leadership
Seminar - Jan 2018

.
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PFLA Excellence Award

People First Leadership Academy (PFLA) has instituted the PFLA

Excellence Award
to deserving people for their exemplary service in the field of education, Teaching and Training.

Ms. Bhavani Chandrashekar
The PFLA Excellence Award was bestowed to
Ms. Bhavani Chandrashekhar for her services
towards empowerment of teachers through
innovative pedagogy and children's education,
especially as a “Special Educator; for three
decades of commitment to improve the quality
of student life through counseling and support.
The Award was presented to Ms.Bhavani
Chandrashekhar at the ITTC Graduation
ceremony on Saturday July 08, 2017.

Mr. S. Ayyappan Nair
This PFLA Excellence Award was presented to
Mr. S. Ayyappan Nair in honour and recognition
of his long and outstanding service to the
community. His professional journey of 50 years
has started as a Teacher and has grown from
strength to strength to become an Academic
Director at BGS NPS.
He has demonstrated an excellent leadership
skills helping Institutions grow during these 50 yrs.
The Award was presented to Mr.Ayyappan Nair
at the ITTC Graduation ceremony on Saturday
January 20 2018. .

Sam Swaminathan Founder Center for Creative Thinking, US
addressing Teacher Educators during our school Leadership Seminar
and ITTC Graduation in January 2018

Outstanding Women Educator Award and Outstanding Entrepreneurship
Award to Nalina Murthy and Varada Murthy respectively from NFED Coimbatore
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